
Project  Geometric Constructions/ Design  

 

Some people believe that basic geometric shapes are at the center of the entire universe…You will get a 

glimpse into what some people see, think, believe.  You will get a chance to do some beautiful geometric 

constructions with compass, pencil, straightedge and paper.  Who knows, maybe some of you will be 

inspired to make connections with geometric shapes, science and the universe in the future…   

 

Part I  First you will watch some videos to get inspired and to learn some basics.   

1] Watch this YouTube video titled: Brutal Attack results in Savant Syndrome, Jason Padgett, Beautiful 

Mind, Fractals  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yCvYKiNW4vQ   [3 min]  Please respond to this prompt: 

I like ______________________  I wonder _____________________.   

 

 

2]  This is a more visual video – very cool- with an invitation at the end for you…  Title:  Savant Syndrome, 

Man sees numbers as Fractals, Beautiful mind. Nova , Jason Padgett Synesthesia  [ 5min] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4-w7NKBKcp4  Summarize what this video is about and what you saw. 

 

If this story interests you and you want to read Jason’s book it is titled:  Struck by Genius by Jason Padgett.  

Our library has a copy and so does the public library system. 

 

 

3]  Watch this very complex construction tutorial – it is about 10 minutes and you  really get a feel for these 

challenging constructions.   Title:  How 2 Draw - Arq Mandala Pattern - P1 (SetUp) - Sacred Geometry 

Video Tutorial     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbdMjQuKJC0  [10 min] 

 

***4]  Now taking it down to the entry level….  Get plain paper, pencil, compass tool and watch, pause, and 

make the construction of the hexagon.  Stop the video and then choose either the construction from there to 

time 2:43 or the one after that from time 2:44 on to perform.  Watch the video:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dyUsgNR2DzM     Think about all types of designs you could make 

with this basic hexagon pattern. [video is 4 min] 

 

5]  Again get plain paper, pencil, compass tool and watch, pause, and make the construction.  Tutorial Video:  

title:  How to draw Curved Star Pentagram Pattern tutorial - Basic Mandala & Sacred Geometry Video HD     

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUsOnF5xXus [video 2 min
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